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News
Worries over indoor air quality fester during pandemic, finds new research
Q 005

CleanAir Spaces
Survey by CleanAir Spaces details public’s concerns over
virus spread in indoor environments and hospitality venues

• Majority (56 per cent) of Brits have become more concerned
by indoor air quality since the arrival of the pandemic
• More than half (53 per cent) recognise that air quality inside
pubs and restaurants could increase their chance of catching
COVID-19
• Nearly half of consumers would rely on an air quality rating
to feel comfortable dining out
As bars, restaurants, non-essential retail and workplaces continue
to welcome back customers and employees following the lifting of
the second national lockdown, new research reveals that UK
consumers are increasingly anxious about the impact of indoor air
quality on their chances of contracting the virus. According to a
survey commissioned by CleanAir Spaces, the majority (56 per
cent) of Brits think more about indoor air quality than before the
pandemic hit.
While millions of people have been welcomed back by the
hospitality sector over the last week (with or without a substantial
meal), less than a quarter (24 per cent) believe that the air quality
inside pubs and restaurants does not increase their chances of
contracting COVID-19. In fact, more than half (53 per cent) are
confident that the air quality inside venues does impact their
chances of catching the virus.
However, perhaps illustrative of the Government’s challenges in
communicating the science around COVID-19, nearly a quarter (23
per cent) of UK consumers don’t know whether air quality in
venues would increase their risk.
The findings, based on a nationally representative survey of
n=2085 adults throughout the UK conducted by polling company,
ORB International, suggest that businesses have a lot to do to make
visitors feel safe within their environments, but also offer an
indication on how they can answer those concerns. Nearly half of
respondents (47 per cent) said that an air quality rating system
would help them to choose one venue over another.
“People will be finding it doubly hard at this time of year not to
be able to socialise as normal, but the research shows that concerns
about stepping into pubs, restaurants and other indoor spaces
remain high,” said Pablo Fernandez, CEO of CleanAir Spaces.
“Even with vaccines beginning to roll out before the New Year, this
wariness will take some time to dispel and businesses will need to
think hard about how they can instil confidence in patrons and
employees alike.”
The findings suggest that women in general are more concerned
about indoor air quality than men, with more female respondents
(59 per cent versus 54 per cent) reporting that they are thinking
more about indoor air quality. Male respondents were also more

dismissive of the link between air quality in venues and an
increased chance of contracting COVID-19 (28 per cent of men
versus 21 per cent of women).
Unsurprisingly, based on the skewed impacts of the disease,
fewer younger respondents reported experiencing increased anxiety
about indoor air quality, than older: 48 per cent of 18-24 year olds
agreeing it was playing on their mind more, versus 60 per cent of
the over 65s. Differences in regional attitudes were also apparent
with Northern Ireland having 74 per cent of people more concerned
(although note the low base size of n=61), compared with just 44
per cent in the North East. Similarly, the North East had the highest
percentage (35 per cent) of respondents believing that air quality
inside pubs and restaurants wouldn’t increase their chances of
catching COVID-19, compared with just 19 per cent in Scotland
and 17 per cent in Northern Ireland, where concerns are clearly
higher.
CleanAir Spaces’ technology is being brought to market in the
UK by BioTech Group. The system treats indoor air with water
vapour and hydrogen peroxide forming ions that circulate the air
within this space. These ions cover surfaces and affect the lipid
membranes of virus cells. This results in the cells becoming
inactive and losing their infectious capacity, leading to a lowering
the viral load in an indoor space. It is proven to remove more than
99.9% of viruses and bacteria in air and on surfaces. It provides
continuous disinfection of surfaces for 24 hours a day, 7 days a
week - drastically reducing harmful microparticles.
Steven Skerrett, Director of BioTech Group, added, “we have
noticed in our discussions with industry leaders across the UK that
there is a far greater focus on indoor air quality post-COVID-19.
There is appetite now to change our indoor gathering spaces for the
safety and health of all and it is important that the country seizes
that opportunity as we come out of the other side of this
pandemic.”

Facilities Management Outsourcing market is estimated to have declined 6% due to Covid-19
AMA Research

Q 007

In 2020, market value is projected to
decrease by around 6%, largely due to
Covid-19 and the lockdown measures
introduced to attempt to halt its spread.
Although FM contracts have continued to be
issued within the last year, the UK economy
is expected to take a severe hit, with budgets
and investment decisions likely to be
negatively impacted.
The effects of the lockdown measures
introduced across the UK have been
especially hard within several key end-users
of FM services. Notable examples include
retail, leisure (e.g. gyms and sports stadiums)
and the hospitality industry, i.e. pubs, cafes
and restaurants. Meanwhile, the curtailing of
international travel has also adversely
affected end-use FM sectors such as hotels.
Prior to 2020, the bundled outsourced FM
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market experienced relatively steady growth
of around 3% per annum, with the exception
of 2017 when the prevailing political
uncertainty caused by Brexit resulted in a
slowdown. Between 2015 and 2019, market
value rose by almost 10%.
The FM market is considered relatively
mature across a wide range of sectors, a
factor likely to inhibit growth levels over the
next few years. The performance of the
market remains heavily dependent upon the
prevailing political and economic situation in
the UK and its effects upon budgets and
investment.
Fiona Watts, Commissioned Research
Manager at AMA Research, comments “it
remains to be seen to what extent end-user
sectors such as retail, leisure and hospitality
recover from Covid-19 and the associated

economic impacts of lockdown. Given that
many were struggling to remain profitable
prior to the pandemic, it seems likely that
many companies may either go out of
business or dramatically scale down their
estates, thereby reducing demand for FM
services”.
The market for outsourced FM services is
expected to recover in the years following
2020, although to what extent largely
depends upon the UK economic situation. It
has been suggested in the past that
outsourcing is protected from the worst
effects of economic cycles to a large extent –
in times of economic slowdown or recession,
cost-cutting measures by clients can often
stimulate demand for FM services. In times
of economic growth, the number of FM
contracts tends to increase.

e-mail your news to shirley@qubeonline.co.uk

News
Assa Abloy Door Group recommends fire door inspections
ahead of the Building Safety Bill
Assa Abloy Door Group

Q 009

ASSA ABLOY Door Group, a unit of ASSA ABLOY Opening
Solutions UK & Ireland, is encouraging landlords and building
managers to take a more proactive role towards fire door
inspections, in support of the draft Building Safety Bill.
Following on from the recommendations of Dame Judith Hackitt
in her 2018 Independent Review of Building Regulations & Fire
Safety, the draft Building Safety Bill was published for prelegislative review earlier this year. The Dame, who is chairing the
industry safety steering group, has now revealed that the UK
government is working on changes to the draft Bill before it’s
brought before parliament early next year.
The new Bill will introduce the concept of an “Accountable
Person” and a Building Safety Manager (BSM) for each residential
building, with the intention of eradicating any confusion when it
comes to responsibility, and ensuring direct liability for a building
and its assets.
One of the largest roles of the BSM and “Accountable Person”
will be to ensure maintenance and repairs are always up to date and
up to standard.
Fire doors are one of the most important safety features in a
building, and regular inspections are essential to fully ensure health
and safety measures are met in both residential and commercial
properties.
As part of its commitment to fire door safety, Door Group
provide a fully comprehensive inspection which can be carried out
every three, four, six or 12 months to suit specific requirements.
Brian Sofley, Managing Director for Door Group, explains: “Here
at Door Group, we can offer detailed reports following our
inspections, containing advice and recommendations on necessary
improvements. Identifying and acting on potential issues that could
impact safety and product performance can be lifesaving.
“If any issues do occur, a tailored repair proposal is issued to
include anything from replacement doors to a regular maintenance

program. Door Group inspectors are BRE-certified and ensure that
all fire doors inspected meet all necessary standards and
regulations.”
In response to the ongoing challenges and needs in the industry,
ASSA ABLOY has also continued with substantial testing and
standardising of its door closers.
As a result, its door closers have demonstrated that use on metal
fire doors is not restricted by the side of the door to which it is
required to be installed and remains fully compliant with EN1634
on any uninsulated metal fire door. With no caveats attached to the
series, this takes away a huge risk of error in the design,
manufacture and installation process. Furthermore, stringent testing
has proved the EN1634 range dependable for up to 240 minutes of
integrity.
For more information on ASSA ABLOY Door Group’s fire door
services, please call 028 9266 2200, email
AASDsales@assaabloy.com or visit
www.assaabloyopeningsolutions.co.uk. To find out more about its
Door Closer offering visit: https://bit.ly/2Js89O9.

Retailers and logistics specialists “will maintain” COVID-19
disinfection despite vaccine roll out
SafeGroup

Q 012

Retailers and logistics specialists “will
maintain” COVID-19 disinfection despite
vaccine roll out
Retailers and their supply chains are very
likely to maintain COVID-19 disinfection
programmes throughout 2021 despite the
government’s mass vaccination programme,
says national soft FM specialist SafeGroup.
It believes the enormity of the task in
vaccinating the UK’s population and the need
to protect workers and supply chains will
make maintaining COVID-19 hygiene
measures a priority.
SafeGroup Strategic Sales Director Chris
Macdonald said: “The safe and efficient
operation of transport and storage supply
chains, along with online retail fulfilment
centres, are more critical than ever before.
“The Government’s sudden tightening of
restrictions after Christmas shows the
COVID-19 crisis is far from over. Demand
for COVID-19 disinfection services is going
to grow in 2021, not decrease.
“The new variant of the virus clearly
represents a step change in transmission risk.
Effective disinfection is one of the necessary
steps that can reduce that risk and, equally
importantly, reassure staff that decisive action
is being taken.”

When ‘non-essential’ retailers are allowed
to open their doors to customers once more,
they will be keen to prove that their shops are
safe, adding to incentives to use effective
antimicrobial cleaning, he added.
SafeGroup is one of the UK’s leading
COVID-19 cleaning specialists. It delivers
services for a range of retailers, including
supermarkets and high street brand leaders,
including Ann Summers and Radley.
It is also responsible for carrying out
COVID-19 cleaning of three-quarters of all
London buses operated by Transport for
London.
SafeGroup carries our regular COVID-19
electrostatic disinfection spraying at Radley’s
warehouse in Milton Keynes,
Buckinghamshire.
Kevin Morris, Head of Retail at Radley,
says: "I am happy to say that, to date, we
have had no instances where anyone has
caught Covid-19 whilst being in one of our
stores or working in our distribution centre."
SafeGroup is also providing a full planned
COVID-19 protection service for Ann
Summers warehouses and online sales
fulfillment centres.
Ann Summers Health and Safety Manager

Michelle Sutcliffe said: “We are grateful to
SafeGroup for its quick response. It has been
a company that does what it says it will do,
when it says it will do it.”
SafeGroup makes sure customers and their
staff can be confident in the service it
provides, says Chris Macdonald. Its teams
operate day and night. For some clients, their
visible presence is key.
SafeGroup uses electrostatic equipment that
creates a super-fine ionized spray that clings
effectively to all surfaces, providing much
better coverage than conventional fogging.
The antimicrobial treatment it uses has been
laboratory tested and proven to provide longlasting protection against Coronaviruses like
COVID-19 and other pathogens.
www.thesafegroup.co.uk
0800 668 1268
info@thesafegroup.co.uk

e-mail your news to shirley@qubeonline.co.uk
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Biltong drying success with Condair & JTR
Condair

Q 021

Specialist South African food supplier, The Savanna, is using
Condair dehumidifiers to dry its award winning biltong at its
production facility in London. Two Condair dehumidifiers were
installed by John Todd Refrigeration (JTR) to help in the
production of this traditional South African product.
Biltong is a dried and cured meat, with a rich and dense flavour,
which is cut into strips and often eaten as a snack. The Savanna’s
biltong is produced using grass-fed beef from the Scottish
highlands and a traditional South African curing method. Silverside
beef slabs are sliced into strips and then marinated before being
mounted on hooks for air drying, which is where Condair’s
dehumidifiers assist in the process.
Matt Gough, Refrigeration Engineer at JTR commented, “The
Savanna approached JTR wanting to improve the consistency and
efficiency of their drying rooms, whilst also gaining better control
over what was happening inside. The rooms need very tight
environmental control but the previous strategy introduced outside
air to help lower temperatures when needed. This external factor
meant that the internal room conditions, and therefore the drying
process, were influenced by the seasons and weather.”
“JTR redesigned the drying rooms and installed Condair DC-N
dehumidifiers. The dehumidifiers, located in the rooms, both dry
and heat the air to the required condition, resulting in a fully sealed
area and a consistently controlled drying process.” Matt concluded.
Lisa Gardshol, founder and CEO of The Savanna, commented,
“We have been very happy with the performance of the Condair
dehumidifiers JTR installed to comply with our drying approach. It
has not only allowed us to increase production efficiency but also
produce our award-winning biltong. We have full control over the
entire process and can make decisions based on the data that we
recieve. This is something which we couldn’t do as well before.”
“The Savanna now operates several drying rooms at our London
production facility and we are able to monitor the entire activity
accurately. During the drying process, the beef will lose around
50% of its weight in moisture loss, so the dehumidifiers are each
removing several hundred litres of water per cycle. We’ve found
that this ratio leads to the best-tasting biltong” Lisa concludes.
As well as manufacturing, The Savanna imports and distributes a
wide range of South African food and drink products. It operates
eight retail outlets at train stations across London, including
Victoria, Liverpool Street and Paddington, and delivers nationwide
via its websites at thesavanna.co.uk and m-eat.co.uk.

John Todd Refrigeration specialises in design and planning of
bespoke refrigeration installations, which are supported by 24 hour
service and maintenance back-up. The Exeter-based company was
established in 1998 and serves the food, hospitality and retail
sectors.
The Condair DC-N dehumidifiers installed by JTR at The
Savanna, are part of an extensive range of dehumidifiers offered by
Condair. The company supplies both condensing and desiccant
technology, with a wide range of capacities and many pre- and
post- drying features, to ensure process air delivery precisely
matches an application’s requirements.
The Condair Group is the world’s leading specialist in
humidification, dehumidification and evaporative cooling, with
technologies for commercial, industrial and heritage applications.
The company offers system design, manufacture, supply,
installation, commissioning, maintenance and spares. You can find
out more by visiting the company’s website at www.condair.co.uk.

Jobs created as waking watch solution prepares
for busy 2021
Intelliclad

Q 022

A growing Cannock based cladding fire
detection system company aiming to help
those affected by the UK’s Cladding Crisis
is creating jobs as it anticipates a busy 2021.
With attention on the plight of those
trapped in high-risk buildings under
controversial waking watch patrols growing
by the day, intelliclad, an offshoot of the
Metalline brand, is pushing its Fire
Protection Association tested intelligent
sensor system as a product that can help
ease building safety issues and significantly
lower interim costs for building owners and
residents.
Intelliclad sensors are integrated into the
combustible external façade of high-risk
buildings, to detect early symptoms of a fire,
saving residents thousands of pounds a
month in waking watch bills until a
permanent solution is found.
A number of national newspapers have
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started campaigns to raise awareness of the
Cladding Crisis, which at least 1.5 million
people find themselves currently in, while
the Government has recently announced the
£30 million ‘Waking Watch Relief Fund’ to
help building owners install alarm systems
that would negate, or reduce, the need for
human-watchers.
As interest around intelliclad starts to
grow, the company is looking to take on
surveyors and estimators, as well as preinstallation operations staff and postinstallation support staff.
Darron Brough, intelliclad Managing
Director, said: “We are ready to help and we
believe that we can make a huge difference
to those currently suffering as a result of
living in a high-risk building.
“Not only is the current waking watch
system cost substantial, we have seen
numerous high profile cases of staff not

doing their jobs correctly, meaning it is also
unreliable and therefore highly unsafe.
“By combining our decades of experience
in the façade industry with leading
technology, we are able to offer a faster and
more reliable response to a fire at a fraction
of what is currently being paid.
“We are looking for around eight skilled
staff to join us initially, but would like to
speak to all who are interested in joining us
as we are confident that we will grow to
meet demand throughout the year.

e-mail your news to shirley@qubeonline.co.uk
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TÜV SÜD UK Launches Building Advisory Service Division
TÜV SÜD UK

Q 024

TÜV SÜD UK today launches its Building Advisory Service
division, which will provide advanced data management and
analytic services for owners of high-rise residential buildings in the
UK.
The property sector is under pressure to meet increasingly
stringent safety, quality and sustainability regulations throughout a
building’s lifetime. This includes the UK’s Draft Building Safety
Bill, which introduces significant regulatory reforms of safety
requirements for buildings, building products and fire systems.

management and analytics, the new
service will create a “golden thread” of
information that will give stakeholders
confidence and peace of mind. TÜV
SÜD’s technical experts will support
high-rise building owners by converting
their asset data into knowledge,
enabling them to make fully informed
decisions.

TÜV SÜD’s new Building Advisory
Service will reduce risk for building
owners, duty holders and occupiers
by delivering data analytics and
management support across a
building’s entire lifecycle. By
integrating data collection,

“Throughout a building’s lifetime
there are so many different parties
involved and information sits in
multiple silos, which can be
difficult to access and impossible
to amalgamate. Our new Building
Advisory Service will provide
building owners with the complete
picture by integrating all data
relating to an asset’s lifecycle,
especially building safety
information. This will help them to
make fully informed decisions
relating to asset quality, safety and
sustainability criteria. We will also
help them to develop robust
strategies relating to future improvements,
so they always comply with the latest
regulatory requirements,” said Paul
McDevitt, Managing Director of TÜV
SÜD UK’s Building Advisory Service.
TÜV SÜD will also offer sustainability
strategy and certification services, as well
as audits against green building rating
systems. In addition, quality audits will
ensure that new buildings comply with the
appropriate standards and regulations.

Centurion partners with helmet safety technology company MIPS in UK first
Centurion

Q 025

Above-the-neck PPE specialist Centurion
Safety Products, has announced a partnership
with Swedish helmet safety technology
company Mips, which will see the British
manufacturer incorporate the Mips (Multidirectional Impact Protection System)
patented helmet-based technology within
their market-leading Nexus helmet.
When the Centurion Nexus with Mips
helmet technology launches in March 2021,
Centurion will become the first UK
manufacturer to offer Mips helmet
technology in a hard hat and be the first
company globally to incorporate the new
Mips ‘cradle’ rotational impact protection
system into their helmets.
In contrast with helmets which only use a
foam liner to reduce impact shock, the
Centurion Nexus already features advanced
protection in the form of a liner and six-point
cradle system, which acts as a secondary
layer, reducing impact shock further and
helping to reduce risk for acquired brain
injury. The addition of Mips helmet
technology will further enhance the
protection by decreasing rotational motion
otherwise transferred to the head from certain
oblique impacts.

Injury statistics show that our
head is likely to hit the ground at
an angle when we slip, trip or fall.
Also when we receive an impact
to the head from a falling object or
debris, off center, rotational
motion may be introduced to the
head. The Mips Low Friction
Layer allows the head to move
inside the helmet (10mm – 15mm
relative motion in all directions)
on certain angled impacts, which
can redirect the harmful rotational motion
otherwise transferred to the head. Studies
show that the human brain is 6–7 times more
sensitive to rotational motion than linear
motion. Impacts that generate rotational
motion can cause strain to the brain tissue,
which may lead to minor or severe brain
trauma. Concussion injuries or even more
serious brain injuries are commonly caused
by rotational motion of the brain.
Mips helmet technology is based on 25
years of research and is already popular in
the sports market where many skiers and
cyclists consider Mips a must-have feature in
their helmets. Combining the advanced
industrial safety standards and superior
comfort of the Centurion Nexus with Mips

helmet technology will create a marketleading helmet protection system.
Nick Hurt, CEO of Centurion Safety
Products says: “As leaders in above-the-neck
PPE, our customers trust us to be at the
forefront of head protection innovation so we
are constantly looking at how we can ensure
our products not only meet relevant safety
standards but exceed them.
“We are therefore excited to become the
first company to incorporate the Mips cradle
rotational impact protection system into our
helmets. The Mips system will be featured in
our market-leading Centurion Nexus helmet,
which is already a stand-out product thanks
to its advanced safety standards.”

e-mail your news to shirley@qubeonline.co.uk
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SafeGroup sees spotless opportunity for growth in South West
SafeGroup
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Q 027

National soft FM and waste management
specialist SafeGroup Services has expanded
its network with the acquisition of
Dorchester-based cleaning company
Spotless Cleaning Solutions.
The deal gives SafeGroup an experienced
and skilled team of cleaning professionals
and a well-established set of clients, along
with a new base to expand services in
South-West England.
Janet Nash, who established Spotless
Cleaning Solutions in 2011, has been
working with SafeGroup to ensure a
seamless handover. She now plans to focus
on her work as a training consultant.
SafeGroup Managing Director Mike
Drake said: "We're delighted to have
acquired Spotless Cleaning Solutions,
which is a well-established and well-run
business with an excellent workforce and
reputation.

company's expansion plans develop in
the region."
Janet Nash said: "This represents an
exciting step for Spotless Cleaning
Solutions, its dedicated team and, most
importantly, for its customers. It's good
to know the business is in safe hands
and customers will continue to receive
excellent service."
SafeGroup's services include COVID19 disinfection, flood and fire cleaning,
crime scene cleaning, specialist floor
treatment, hazardous waste removal, flytip removal, wait and load waste
collection, and food waste collection.
Acquisition of Spotless Cleaning
Solutions expands the company's depot
network to five locations, joining sites in
Coulsdon, South London, Cannock,
Staffordshire, Eccles, Greater Manchester,
and Livingston in Scotland.

"We have a clear and focused strategy to
expand SafeGroup. Taking on Spotless
Cleaning Solutions fits it perfectly. It
allows us to extend our network, improving
the efficiency and sustainability of service
delivery in the south west.
"This will benefit the customers of both
businesses and allow us to introduce our
unrivalled portfolio of planned and reactive
specialist cleaning and waste services to
many new customers. I hope, also, that it
means we can create more jobs as the

SafeGroup, founded in 2005, achieved a
turnover of £7.8m in 2020, up 30% on the
year before, and forecasts that figure to
increase by 9% to £8.5m in 2021.
During 2020, it has developed industryleading COVID-19 disinfection services,
supporting retail, manufacturing,
commercial and transport customers across
the UK, giving existing and new clients the
specialist support they need in this
important area of cleaning.

Spotless Cleaning Solutions services,
delivered to customers in Dorset, Somerset,
Wiltshire, and parts of Hampshire, include
biohazard cleaning, builders cleans,
contract cleaning and sanitation solutions.

These will now be greatly expanded to
include all SafeGroup services. This
provides Spotless Cleaning Solutions
customers with the opportunity to access a
comprehensive and integrated portfolio of
specialist cleaning and waste services with
industry-leading response times and service
standards.

e-mail your news to shirley@qubeonline.co.uk
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Notting Hill Genesis award Pinnacle Group a cleaning services
contract for key worker sites
Q 030

Pinnacle Group

Following a competitive tender, Notting Hill Genesis
Housing Association has awarded Pinnacle Group a £4.5m
five-year contract to provide cleaning services to over 1,300
key worker units.
Since November, Pinnacle have been providing cleaning
services to key worker accommodation over five sites across
London. Some of the properties include accommodation for
staff at Great Ormond Street and University College London
Hospital (UCLH).
As a part of the contact, over 40 staff have TUPE
transferred from incumbent contractors to Pinnacle, to
continue providing services to Notting Hill Genesis’ sites.
Dominic Tyler, Head of Keyworker Accommodation,
Notting Hill Genesis said of the contract, “We were very
impressed by Pinnacle Group’s professionalism during the
application process. We are living in uncertain times, but
Pinnacle’s approach to delivering cleaning service for our
residents was responsive and a change from the traditional
market service. We are excited for this partnership and look
forward to working with Pinnacle over the coming years.”
Neil Fergus, Managing Director, FM, Pinnacle Group said
of the contract award, “It’s fantastic to be working with
Notting Hill Genesis, especially during a time where we
want to provide the absolute best services to all key
workers. Our substantial investment in the JobWatch
technology for performance management demonstrates our
commitment to such a well renowned housing association
such as Notting Hill Genesis. This enables us to manage our
approach to cleaning the properties with minimal
unnecessary contact between cleaning staff and residents.”
The contract is for an initial five-year period, with a
possible two-year extension.

Post-pandemic offices to "bifurcate" - but it's the end of the road for open plan workspaces
Randstad

Q 031

In the future, the companies will require
smaller offices - but demand for superpremium, high-end office space may rise
according to new research from recruiter
Randstad.
The research was unveiled following a
webinar on The Death of the Office this
week with guest speaker, Rory Sutherland the vice-chairman of Ogilvy Group UK and
writer of The Spectator's Wiki Man column.
The webinar addressed the future of the
workplace, from the demand for offices to
the architectural and interior designs of
floor plans.
Rory Sutherland said: "Organisations are
likely to need less square footage as people
work remotely more often. But the style of
an organisation’s office, quite apart from its
size, will also change. Demand for superpremium, high-end office space may rise
while demand for average, boring officespace - especially in London - is likely to
fall away. We may well also see the death
of the open-plan office. Open-plan offices
are terrible environments for introverts who hate the noise - and for extroverts,
who don’t feel able to have genuine
conversations for fear of annoying
colleagues. Open plan offices also drive up
the use of email - and emails can be sent
from anywhere. Workspaces will bifurcate
into places that are genuinely sociable
places - facilitating conversation,
generating serendipitous encounters, and

helping teams celebrate - and libraries
where people can work in perfect peace.”
Victoria Short, CEO of Randstad UK
said: “In the future, the nature and the
design of the office will have to change as
the workplace starts to compete with the
benefits of working from home. And as
employees no longer feel the need to be
confined to their workplaces, any employer
who wants to retain their staff won’t be
able to mandate five days in an office.”
In a poll undertaken by Randstad,
employees reported a slight dip in their
mental health working remotely, compared
to in an office environment. A quarter (25
per cent) said their mental wellbeing had
improved while working from home - while
27 per cent said it had deteriorated. Almost
half (48 per cent) said it was unchanged.
Victoria Short said: “This is a weak
victory for the office and probably has a
great deal to do with people being forced to
work from home rather than having the
option to do so. Outside the pandemic
experiment, we think there is probably a net
mental health benefit from remote
working."
While workers in the UK have been
working from home, if they can, for almost
a year, a third told Randstad that they
missed commuting and meetings at the
office. Only one in six (17 per cent) said

that they now viewed commuting, business
travel and physical meetings as “completely
outdated”. Almost half (49 per cent) said
the pandemic had not changed their view of
commuting or travelling to physical
meetings - while 34 per cent reported
missing them.
Victoria Short: “We were expecting
almost everyone to say that they already
looked back upon commuting and the
endless slew of physical meetings - in the
same way most people view the practice of
dressing for dinner in the 19th century. But
almost twice as many people miss business
travel than think it looks outdated. The
chance to decompress on the drive home,
reading a book on the train or watching
netflix while having a couple of train beers
- or the chance to get away from the
nightmare of home-schooling and have
some free biscuits - is clearly valued more
highly than the time people win back by
working from home or the benefits or
choosing when you work.
Working remotely also appears to be
damaging people’s mental health to a
degree.”
Rory Sutherland said: “We have made
exceptional non-medical discoveries during
lockdown as the pandemic has given an
external jolt to network technologies like
Zoom. By being forced to adapt
Continued >>>
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Continued ...
simultaneously, we have discovered better forms of collective
behaviour which might never have emerged independently. I was
an early convert to video-conferencing, yet even I was astounded at
the extent to which the world can function remotely.
“Although clearly we aren’t there yet, I think we may eventually
look back upon commuting and the endless slew of physical
meetings in workplaces as a time-consuming and costly ritual
undertaken in the bizarre belief that the world would end if people
no longer performed it. Currently, working remotely is something
that is being dictated to workers by the government and their
employers; we may feel differently once we all have a choice.
“In the longer term, if you don’t need to live near a big city, you
may be happier elsewhere. No one has really had the choice to
enjoy that benefit yet as this national experiment with remote
working has only been going on for 11 months. As a result, we
may see a boom in house prices in market towns, rather than megacities like London and within 10 years. Season tickets may also
become a thing of the past as people commute into cities twice a
week, rather than every day - as will London-weighting. It may
also help raise the average age of retirement as older employees
can cut out the commute without having to give up work.”

Randstad’s research also showed the number of employees doing
longer hours while remote working outnumbered the number
working fewer hours by a ratio of five to one.
Victoria Short said: “For employees, one of the downsides of
remote working is the fact they are having to put in more hours
than they used to in the office. This could be because there are
fewer distractions at the office than there are at home, with spouses
or children demanding attention - or it could be that the incredible
number of lay-offs in the last 12 months or so has meant many
employees are having to pick up work that colleagues would be
doing had they not been made redundant.”
Rory Sutherland said: “VPN network analysis shows people
starting work earlier and working later. But it also shows people
taking a break in the middle of the day. When remote working
returns to being an option, rather than an order - the choice of
when and where to work could become welfare-enhancing. And
that could help mental health.”

Increasing insight with remote monitoring
Mantracourt

Q 033

~ Sensor systems specialist offers umbrella platform for
monitoring key operational data across an industrial site ~
Signal conditioning and sensor specialist Mantracourt has
released SensorSpace®, an umbrella platform for remotely
monitoring all the key operational parameters across an industrial
site. Suited to use in a variety of industrial sectors, it can be used to
remotely monitor the status of any system equipped with a T24
wireless system, from measuring hydraulic pressures and force
measurements to temperatures on a food processing line. This
insight can help site managers improve decision making when it
comes to implementing maintenance strategies and investing in
new systems.
SensorSpace® can be used in a variety of industrial sectors,
including the agricultural sector, food and beverage manufacturing,
construction and civil engineering. It can be easily set up to
automatically send SMS, email and app-based alerts in the event of
any problems, like an unexpected change in a system’s operational
parameters — this could be anything from pressure loss on a CO2
gas cylinder in an agricultural setting to a sudden drop in
temperature in the pre-heating process at a manufacturing facility.
“SensorSpace® is a fully customisable cloud-based platform,
tailored to the needs of the end user,” explained Matt Nicholas,
product design manager at Mantracourt. “The dashboard can be as
simple or as complicated as you need it to be, from a simple
numerical display of operational parameters to in-depth overlays,
charts and graphs showing live and historical data.”
“The platform provides a place to store and mine all your
performance data for up to three years, allowing asset managers to
gain insights that were not possible before. For example, site
managers in the agricultural sector can use SensorSpace® to
overlay data for factors like temperature, soil moisture levels and
crop yields over time to improve decision making including
investing in things like heat lamps and irrigation systems.”
SensorSpace® is a bespoke cloud-based platform that allows
customers to login from anywhere in the world using a desktop or
mobile device and remotely monitor system status and asset
performance information relayed by Mantracourt’s T24 wireless
telemetry system.
“The T24 system offers sensor manufacturers the chance to add
wireless capability into their products and has become increasingly
popular in recent years because of its modular design and ease of
set up”, contained Nicholas. “Combining this with the
SensorSpace® platform offers manufacturers to significantly
enhance their data capture and analysis capabilities.”
“It is becoming clear that remote monitoring offers the most
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convenient and cost-effective way of managing system
performance. This is particularly true in a post-pandemic world,
with many businesses forced to adjust to a new digital reality much
sooner than they might have planned.”
“It has been a common theme for site managers to worry about
the status of their key systems during lockdown. Now, all they
need to do is login to their SensorSpace® platform to get the
reassurance they need that everything is working as intended.”
To find out more about how you can take advantage of web-based
remote monitoring or to enquire about SensorSpace®, call +44 (0)
1395 232 400 or visit the Mantracourt website today.
www.mantracourt.com/

e-mail your news to shirley@qubeonline.co.uk

Fire & Security

Mul-T-Lock kick-starts the new year by launching
new high security platform, MTLTM500

Security specialist Mul-T-Lock has launched the new MTLTM500 multi-patented mechanical
platform, boasting next-level protection for both residential and commercial environments.
The MTL™500 is ideal for medium to large sized businesses
¬due to its compatibility with various locking products, its
advanced master key capabilities and its ability to provide a
variety of keying options.

Claire Blakemore, Managing Director at Mul-T-Lock,
comments: “As we venture into the next generation of Mul-TLock products, it’s important for us to carry on creating the
platforms that users and locksmiths alike can rely on.

The new platform is designed to replace its predecessor the
MT5, but with Mul-T-Lock’s backward compatibility function,
users are able to secure their facilities with an up-to-date, high
security solution, while the new master keys remain compatible
with previous products. This means users can gradually
upgrade their existing systems, rather than needing to replace
the whole system at once – saving them precious financial
resources.

“We know that homes and businesses can be ever-changing
environments from time to time, with staff turnover, contractors
needing short-term access, and different staff or tenants
requiring access to only specific areas. The MTL™500 ensures
complete convenience for these requirements, without
compromising on security.”

Upon grant of patent, the MTL™500 is protected against
unauthorised key duplication until 2039, and Mul-T-Lock
customers will be supported with replacement or expansion
products throughout and following the transition.
Integrating advanced security technology with heightened key
control, the cylinder provides a combination of protective
elements to create a double locking mechanism. Platforms are
keyed-alike and master keyable to ensure access permissions
can be quickly changed and to allow access to multiple doors
with a single key – all for added security and convenience.
Anti-pick, anti-bump, anti-drill and fire resistant, the
MTL™500 also offers a Break Secure cylinder variant,
designed to snap off when attacked and leave the main
portion of the cylinder fully intact and functioning.
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To learn more about the MTL™500, or to become an
approved Mul-T-Lock distributor, please call 01902 364200,
email internalsales@mul-t-lock.co.uk or visit www.mul-tlock.co.uk.

Fire & Security

STANLEY Security Releases 2021 Industry
Trends Report

Stanley Security, one of the UK’s leading security providers,
has published its annual report looking at security industry
trends, challenges and opportunities to look out for in the
coming year.
The 2021 Industry Trends Report is based on a survey of
business decision makers to learn more about organisations’
perceptions about, interest in and adoption of security
technology. This years’ survey included 2,404 respondents
across Benelux, France, the Nordics, United Kingdom and
United States. Respondents represented organisations of all
sizes.
Collating and analysing the data from the survey, Stanley
Security has identified several trends that it considers will be
increasingly important factors in organisations’ security
considerations in 2021.
Top of this list is the use of security to mitigate health & safety
risks, which is a direct response to the global pandemic. It has
resulted in a fundamental shift in the way organisations
leverage security solutions to help them ensure the health of
their people and visitors. From health questionnaires and
temperature screening to contact tracing and controlling
people flow, security solutions are now serving as
organisations’ first line of defence against health and safety
risks. Although these have been implemented in direct
response to COVID-19 workplace safety, it will no doubt have
a lasting impact on the way organisations view and use
security for the foreseeable future.
The pandemic has also led many organisations to deploy
threshold management solutions – such as health
questionnaires, temperature and face mask screening systems
and wellness-based credential activation – that automate
processes, enforce policies and integrate with other security
and business systems. The balance of the focus has moved
from visitor management to managing any individual crossing
an organisation’s threshold, but without significantly impacting
throughput and operations.
Health and safety protocols – and the new social distancing

norm – has accelerated a long overdue transition to
touchless and mobile-first security solutions which will no
doubt gain in popularity even more in 2021. These
include touchless doors, mobile credentials or NFCpowered access control, automated screening systems
and more.
The rise of cloud solutions and the XaaS delivery model is a
clear trend that has emerged, as more organisations have
come to realise that cloud solutions are a lot more resilient
than an on-premises service, leading to the accelerated
adoption of both cloud-hosted solutions as well as remote
services. This is creating more demand for the as-a-service
(XaaS) delivery model, which offers cost predictability –
particularly important for small to medium-sized businesses.
Controlling costs is especially critical as businesses recover
from the impact of COVID-19.
Further trends highlighted in the report include the increased
demand for outsourcing of security management; leveraging
security data to help improve processes, increase efficiencies
and make more informed business decisions; and an increased
demand for flexible, scalable and integrated solutions that
enable organisations to quickly adapt to changes in
circumstance.
Commenting on the release of the report and its contents,
Dan Hindley, Stanley Security UK Commercial Director, said:
“Security solutions are more critical than ever to a business’
operations. As organisations continue to face an unpredictable
future, we’ll see an increased demand for systems that can
help them mitigate risks and future-proof their operations.
Additionally, there is a pressing need to manage these systems
remotely so that they can have 24-hour coverage – increasing
the need for services, such as remote guarding and remote
video verification to take over the duties of physical security
guards.”
To download the Stanley Security 2021 Industry Trends
Report, please visit www.stanleysecurity.co.uk/home/2021industry-trends
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Washroom hygiene

Improving washroom hygiene and employee
confidence
Six simple steps for businesses
Since the start of the coronavirus pandemic, research studies
have found that many employees are less confident about their
health and safety at work and more aware of hygiene
practices.
The washroom is often viewed as a reflection of a business’
overall hygiene standards, and so Paul Swift of washroom
services company, Elis, outlines six questions business can ask
themselves to help improve their washrooms and build
employee confidence.

1 - How clean and tidy does your washroom look?
Employees want to feel confident that the washroom is being
cleaned regularly and properly. Consider improving your
cleaning regime and its frequency and communicate these
improvements to your employees.

and grease and gentle hand soap that also kills bacteria.

If you have over-flowing bins and messy, dripping soap
dispensers, move to a larger bin, empty more frequently or
consider a sustainable cotton roller towel or efficient electric
hand dryer. For a mess-free basin area, choose soap dispensers
with anti-drip design.

It’s also important to provide hand sanitiser in washrooms
and other key locations around the business. A free-standing
hand sanitising station, with no-touch, anti-drip sanitiser
dispenser can make it easier to position exactly where it’s
needed.

2 - How does your washroom smell?
Making sure your washroom passes the ‘nose test’ is really
important. Regular cleaning and waste disposal are important,
but it’s also easy to add effective air freshening or air
purifying.
Wall-mounted air freshening units will release fragrances into
the air, or you can use a cost effective and maintenance-free
air purifier to kill bacteria and viruses and eliminate odours,
without the need for chemicals or fragrances.
3 - Are you providing the best soap for your employees’
needs?
We are all washing our hands more frequently, but are you
providing the most appropriate soap for your employees? There
are many liquid and foam soaps designed to meet the needs
of different businesses, such as certified sanitising soap for the
food industry, heavy duty cleaning soap for the removal of oil

4 - Are you providing good hand drying facilities?
Damp hands can spread more germs, so it’s important to
provide hand drying solutions that work for employees.
Elis’ electric hand dryer options include fast and quiet Dyson
dryers, with no-germ HEPA filter and antimicrobial coating, and
Dyson taps that wash and dry. Paper towels are available
folded or in rolls, and cotton roller towel comes in a dispenser
that keeps the used and fresh towel separate, with the roll
re-used after going through Elis’ industrial laundry process, for
a more sustainable alternative.
5 - Are you maximising hygiene with no-touch equipment?
It’s important to minimise touch points in all areas, and it’s
easy to do this in the washroom. You can choose no-touch
soap and sanitiser dispensers which automatically dispense
when hands are placed underneath, as well as no-touch electric
hand dryers, paper roll dispensers and feminine hygiene bins.
6 - Is your washroom always well-stocked?
Empty soap dispensers and cubicles with no toilet tissue
are common frustrations for employees. The right products
can make it quicker and easier to keep the washroom clean
and functioning. Long lasting soap and sanitiser dispensers,
with easy to use, refill pouches, and toilet roll dispensers
with practical inspection windows and easy roll replacement
are two examples.
Elis provides a cost effective, nationwide washroom service,
with a wide range of products and regular, scheduled
servicing to help businesses achieve high levels of hygiene
for employees and visitors.
Elis also supplies and launders workwear, linen and mats
for businesses of all sizes throughout the UK.
For further information see uk.elis.com or telephone 0800
616691.
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Accessible Bathroom Solutions

Introducing the Mobile Shower
Change Trolley from Pressalit

Pressalit, the leading Scandinavian designer of accessible
bathroom solutions, has introduced a new height adjustable
Shower Change Trolley, suitable for both adult and child
environments in Changing Places facilities, schools or
institutions.
Providing safety and comfort for both changing and assisted
showering, the new Pressalit Shower Change Trolley introduces
a range of innovative features helping users and their carers,
including foldable safety rails on all four sides and a vertical
tilt mechanism.
The shower and changing trolley has been created by
Pressalit’s award-winning designers to combine a height
adjustable changing table, with the option to use as a
waterproof shower trolley. This flexibility is a valuable addition
to any accessible or Changing Places bathroom, in wet or dry
environments.
Introducing foldable safety rails at the head and foot of the
table, as well as on both sides, improves access for two or
more carers to assist a user at the same time. The easy-to-fold
rails not only provide security for the patient and help prevent
falls, they can promote a greater sense of ease and calm by
providing a real visible definition of space. The contoured
laminate rails feature black trim edges to aid the visual
definition, with integrated grab handles.
Waterproof, non-slip, and quick drying, the durable mattress
which is produced from high quality, PVS coated fabric,
provides a comfortable lying surface, and has gable ends
acting as further security. With flexi-pipe and drainage, the
shower water runs off and away quickly and efficiently.
The Pressalit Shower Change Trolley is free-standing and will
fit neatly into the bathroom. It can be moved into position

next to the shower when needed, its large diameter wheels
ensuring easy manoeuvrability while the user is lying on the
bed. The non-slip press-down foot pedals provide a secure
central locking system across all four wheels.
Its metal frame is lifted off the floor so that the wheels and
lower frame of a mobile hoist can fit underneath if required.
As with all Pressalit products, hygiene is always a priority.
Smooth surfaces and round edges ensure the table is easy to
clean and keep safe. There is also a basket underneath the
table for convenient storage of accessories.
With a height range of 550mm – 950mm, carers can adjust
the table to suit their personal work preferences, including
wheelchair transfer and minimising inappropriate lifts. It
features a gentle vertical tilt, with two secure, telescopic legs.
As well as user comfort, the tilt allows for efficient water
egress. The height adjustable table is powered by an easy to
reach battery with an intuitive hand control.
Andrew Lowndes, UK and Ireland Sales Manager for Pressalit,
says, “Great care has been put into the design of the new
Shower Change Trolley to ensure it not only provides a safe
and secure changing and showering trolley, but with its
flexibility allows users and their carers to adapt easily to
individual situations.
“This is an excellent addition to the Pressalit range. Not just
another blue trolley, its bespoke design has a flexible approach
to care from start to finish.”
The Pressalit Shower Change Trolley has a maximum weight
of 200kg.
www.pressalit.com
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Alcumus

Alcumus Recognised as a Leader in
Independent Review of Global EHS
Software Vendors

Alcumus, a leading provider of technology-led risk
management solutions, has been recognised by independent
research and advisory firm Verdantix as a Leader in its 2021
EHS Software Green Quadrant for its market-leading capabilities
in chemicals management, quality management and contractor
safety management. This achievement is based on 22 vendors
evaluated in the report and improves on its previous placement
as a Challenger in the 2019 benchmark.
The Verdantix EHS Software Green Quadrant is globally
renowned for its expert insights of the most prominent EHS
software vendors in the market. Based on a proprietary
methodology, the independent review focuses on live product
demonstrations, vendor responses to a 383-point questionnaire
and findings from a global survey of 301 EHS decision-makers
across 25 industries and 31 countries.
Dedicated to helping over 40,000 customers take care of their
people, customers and the environment, Alcumus is one of
only a few vendors to score strongly across the full solution
spectrum laid out in the research.
Since its first inclusion in the 2019 report, Alcumus has grown
its business and customer portfolio, launching a range of
market-leading product offerings and making strategic
acquisitions in core geographic markets. In August 2019,
Alcumus acquired Toronto-based SaaS cloud EHS software
provider eCompliance and in 2020, continued its expansion in
the UK and North America with two new acquisitions, Banyard
Solutions and ContractorCheck.
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The acquisitions further add to the proven portfolio of risk
management products, which includes SafeContractor, Info
Exchange and Sypol, providing an even more tailored service
offering and expertise to match client needs.
Alcumus’s integrated software platform enables effective
management of operational risk through digitisation of
processes often siloed, such as health and safety,
environmental, supply chain management, and workplace
access.
Helen Jones, Chief Operating Officer Enterprise at Alcumus
said: “We’re delighted to be recognised as a Leader in the
2021 Verdantix EHS Software Green Quadrant. This report sets
the tone and describes the changing dynamics for a sector that
Alcumus will lead through our focus on innovation and
integration.
This is further validation of our vision to create better
workplaces, keep people safe, reduce risks and simplify
processes.”

Pest Control

Deploying digital solutions for
preventative pest control
Paul Blackhurst, Head of Technical Academy, Rentokil Pest Control
2020 was an unforgettable year. The pandemic confined many
of us to the walls of our home to safeguard against the spread
of infection, leaving offices and other buildings largely
uninhabited. This combined with favourable weather conditions
for breeding over several years allowed rodent populations to
thrive last year, which coincidentally was the year of the rat
under the Chinese zodiac.
Corresponding with the first lockdown, residential rodent
enquiries to Rentokil reached record levels for the months of
March and April; a time in which rodent enquiries traditionally
decline as the weather warms up. While the surge in enquiries
over the lockdown period can partly be attributed to more
people noticing rodent activity while they may be working from
home, there’s a longer-term trend that we believe is
contributing to the rise. Analysis shows web traffic to rodent
advice pages jumped 37% in 2020, with Rentokil enquiry data
for rodents showing an annual increase over five consecutive
years (2015-2020). Experts have attributed this to warmer
winters which are allowing populations to survive the colder
months which usually curtail their numbers. The warmer
weather is also meaning rats and mice are potentially
producing more litters in a season.
These figures are a warning sign to anyone responsible for
commercial premises that have remained largely unoccupied
during lockdown. Empty buildings can be a haven for rodents
to flourish, providing safe harbourage and often a source of
food as well.

elimination of rodents. Rentokil’s PestConnect for example, is a
connected and fully integrated pest control solution, that acts
like a rodent burglar alarm. Connected devices send an alert to
a technician when a rodent is detected. It can also determine
exactly where in the building, and when, a pest has triggered
an alarm. The technician can then visit the premises to dispose
of the pest and address the root cause of the pest problem.

With hygiene likely to be top of the priority list for many
businesses as they plan for a safe return for employees when
the time comes, facilities managers will also want to be sure
that pests haven’t moved into premises while their usual
occupants have been working from home. Fortunately, there are
steps businesses can take to prevent rats and mice from taking
up residence in the first place.

With PestConnect operating as your eyes and ears on the
ground 24/7, there is no need to schedule unnecessary visits
to your site. The deployment of digital technologies enables
pest control teams to monitor rodent activity remotely,
reducing the risk of a rodent infestation occurring and
safeguarding premises, ready for when employees begin to
return to the workplace.

Using technology to fight rodent infestations remotely
Businesses are increasingly turning to digital technologies to
address pest issues as they provide continuous site
surveillance to help inform pest prevention strategies.
Innovative digital pest control management systems are
providing 24/7 monitoring, rapid response and effective

Unprecedented insight into pest behaviour
Rodents are nocturnal and will come out of their hiding
places at night in search of food and water. When the trigger
information from over 7,000 PestConnect devices deployed
across the country was analysed, we discovered the most
common time that a rodent is active in an office setting is
0.36am.
While it’s useful to know when rats and mice are most active
in the office, PestConnect can also tell you where in the
building they are located. This can help our experts when
working with our customers to be really targeted with their
pest prevention strategies, by finding hidden entrances and
rodent hiding places that may not otherwise be discovered. For
example, analysis of our data found that 30% of rodent
infestations occurring in warehouses originate in the loading
bay area, where building entrances are frequently open.
Once rodents gain access to premises they can be very
difficult to control. A mouse can survive on as little as three
grams of food per day and can eat from up to 70 different
sources of food within 24 hours. PestConnect helps to control
these populations, while at the same time limiting the use of
toxic pesticides. It uses three versions of ‘connected’ traps –
‘Dual AutoGate Connect’ which uses infrared sensors to detect
rodents outside the premises, exposing rodenticide in bait
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stations to the target pest and then closing to seal off
rodenticide from the outside environment after the target pest
has been controlled, RADARConnect for those mice that
manage to find their way indoors and Rat Riddance Connect, a
‘smart trap’ used to monitor for and control rat activity inside.
The system is compliant with the Campaign for Responsible
Rodenticide Use (CRRU) Code. Its RADARConnect traps kill
rodents using carbon dioxide, a faster and more humane
method of elimination, without using rodenticide. Rat Riddance
Connect is a connected mechanical trap and Dual AutoGate
Connect is a device with barrier between bait and the
environment, which only opens during an active rodent
infestation.
Harnessing the latest technological breakthroughs and
innovation, digital pest management solutions can help
businesses to manage and prevent infestations
without causing harm to the environment, and with
a level of efficiency and visibility not possible
without connected solutions.

Final thoughts
While we remain hopeful that life can return to some degree
of normality in 2021, this year will inevitably bring its own
challenges with the current lockdown and future restrictions.
But with the right technology and systems in place, pest
management does not need to be one of these challenges.
Employing a preventative strategy using digital solutions will
mean that costly infestations are much less likely to disrupt
your business.
Digital pest control solutions provide an unprecedented level
of insight for facilities managers, so they can create a highly
effective pest management strategy that complies with all
health and safety legislation, minimises technician call outs,
and reduces a business’s environmental impact with the
amount of pesticide used onsite.

While deploying digital technologies on premises
is now widely considered an integral part of a
building’s pest control strategy, it is also important
that the right protective measures are introduced to
stop rodents entering the building in the first place.
Once rodents gain access to a facility, they can be
very difficult to control. It’s vital to conduct regular
inspections of your facility’s interior and exterior to
identify, and seal, any potential entry points for
rodents and other pests. Mice can fit through a
hole as small as the width of a biro, and rats have
been known to enter buildings through damaged
drains. Building and facilities managers should
ensure gaps around the building’s exterior are
sealed with wire wool, caulk, metal kick plates or
cement.
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Repurposing Space

The future of FM:
repurposing space

Louise Hickford, Head of Design at Sigma, discovers how
today’s facilities managers (FM)s have been able to deliver the
progressive ‘transformation’ of modern commercial spaces
amid lockdowns, remote working, short-term building closures
and preparation for a post-Covid world.
Facing ongoing pressure to reduce operating costs, repopulate facilities in the ‘new normal’, and seamlessly change
to cope with the ongoing uncertainty – including enabling
buildings to shut and reopen as necessary – many businesses
are assessing their commercial property models to maximise
the available space.
Companies have a number of options at their disposal to
optimise commercial spaces for the prevailing environment.
These include, multi-occupancy and multi-purpose facilities,
not to mention smaller workspaces to efficiently distribute
employees across locations, cities or regions. Possibilities also
include multi-floor experience-led retail store concepts and redesigned workspaces specifically planned to safely support the
kinds of interactions that cannot happen remotely.
Businesses across the world have risen to the challenge,
acting swiftly to re-purpose facilities, in order to create more
flexible commercial spaces. John Lewis’ recent planning
submission to convert as much as 302,000 square feet of its
678,700 square foot – nearly 50% – of the company’s flagship
London store on Oxford Street into flexible retail space, is only
one such example.
High street fashion retailer Next’s partnership with
supermarket Morrisons, to trial new collect and return ‘Pods’ in
the latter’s car parks, is an illustration not only of the merging
of diverse commercial real estate, but also of brands working
together to adapt in the wake of changing trends – in this
instance, the retail customer’s new propensity for contactless
shopping.
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Similarly, we have also seen some notable examples of
brands developing flexible working spaces that consider social
distancing, entry points and one-way systems, as well as the
flow of people at desks, meeting rooms, and communal areas.
Deloitte recently installed smart sensors - as part of its
Creating Spaces programme - mounted on workplace ceilings
at its flagship London office to monitor social distancing in the
workplace. The sensors not only enabled the company to
record the exact number and location of people in the
building, but also fit 30% more people into 3% less space.
What this new approach means is, much like the facilities
they are charged with managing, the role of the modern FM is
becoming increasingly dynamic. No longer limited or
compartmentalised to a solitary type of commercial facility,
facilities professionals are being presented with boundless
opportunities to reconceptualise commercial footprints for the
new world.
New Technologies
While there are certainly opportunities to enhance buildings
for the post-Covid landscape and it’s fair to say businesses are

Repurposing Space

carefully assessing their facilities in terms of location, design
and function, organisations are also aware they must not lose
sight of fundamental elements of transformation such as
Mechanical & Electrical (M&E) requirements. This is particularly
pertinent as technology and sustainability increasingly take
centre-stage in many re-development programmes.
Creating safer environments to inspire occupant confidence, is
for example leading to the installation of UV-C lighting and
Germicidal UV. Such is its impact, that preliminary tests have
indicated that UV-C light is able to inactivate SARS-CoV-2 (the
virus that causes Covid-19), while also killing 99.9% of viruses
and bacteria, including influenza and other seasonal
coronaviruses .
There have already been some notable examples of lighting
innovations being installed to tackle the spread of coronavirus
transmission. From the introduction of retrofit UV-C technology
in retail store fitting rooms – to increase consumer confidence,
and create greater efficiencies through automated disinfection
cycles – to Germicidal UV LEDs providing broader disinfection
of diagnostic imaging systems used in healthcare , and much
more.
For commercial FMs the capabilities of these solutions to
efficiently and quickly decontaminate spaces, particularly where
individuals may be required to work in closer proximity, or
have some degree of physical contact, is difficult to ignore.
Of course, such progressive transformation is not limited to
lighting. As brands, particularly those in the retail environment,
seek to deliver the ‘next generation’ expertise for their
customers, the deployment of intelligent technologies is
becoming increasingly more common.
Retailers have already taken significant strides in creating
safer environments to inspire consumer confidence in using
bricks and mortar stores, with the increase in features such as
click and collect points, sanitising stations, sneeze screens, and
one-way systems just some of the enhancements introduced.
There have also been some noteworthy examples of brands
using advanced technologies to enrich consumer interactions

and generate better engagement that go beyond just
purchasing a product.
Whether it is virtual beauty rooms that enable shoppers to
receive in-store customer service from the comfort of their own
home, or automated disinfection cycles in retail store fitting
rooms, to intuitive tech-driven “social retail” concept stores –
which utilise social media product drops and App-driven
customer service to deliver a touchless retail experience – each
are progressing the evolution of the customer experience.
A trusted partner
The careful consideration of a building’s fabric – from interior
and exterior power, lighting to HVAC systems, data and
communications infrastructures, also fire and security systems,
not to mention signage and much more – has become even
more critical for the buildings of tomorrow.
As organisations recognise the growing need to realise the
wider scope and demands of transformational projects, working
closely with an experienced single provider of end-to-end
services – including a knowledgeable M&E team – can provide
FMs with added piece of mind.
Such a partner can efficiently manage programmes across
entire estates while collaborating with their own in-house
project teams to facilitate and implement new concepts within
agreed timescales, pre-determined budgets and with minimal
disruption to facilities and occupants.
What’s more, all this can be achieved to the highest
standards of Health and Safety, and quality assurance, with all
work NIC/EIC, ISO 18001, and Safe Contractor approved.
Working with a partner like Sigma, with over 20 years’
experience of transforming commercial spaces, organisations
can seamlessly and cost-effectively deploy complex
transformational programmes across estates and truly realise
the potential of their spaces.
For more information, visit: www.sigmagrp.co.uk
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Keeping Healthcare Facilities Secure Has
Never Been So Important
Peter Jackson, MD, Jacksons Fencing

Hospitals and other healthcare institutions are critical
infrastructures where security and safety need to be carefully
balanced. Despite the crucial work carried out by these sites,
they are still targets of theft and vandalism for opportunistic
criminals.
Now amid an ongoing global pandemic, with infection rates
surging faster than before, and news of the vaccine beginning
to be rolled out, a tremendous amount of pressure has been
placed on our essential healthcare services.
This pressure also extends to the facilities managers and
specifiers, who need to consider these additional factors to
provide sufficient protection for people, property, and assets.
Securing new, temporary wards that have been explicitly built
for Coronavirus patients is just one example of how the virus
has impacted healthcare facilities. These wards are becoming
increasingly common across many hospitals to enable them to
cope with the excess demand. Often entirely disconnected from
the main hospital, these sites require their own physical
security measures to ensure they are adequately protected.
Facilities managers are seeing the benefit of combining
fencing, gates, storage enclosures, and access control as part
of a complete solution to secure such buildings. With the right
combination of security measures in place, it's possible to
operate effectively 365 days a year, through the pandemic and
beyond.
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Effective Access Control
Efficient access is vital in all hospital environments. The
promptness of patient admittance and staff movement around
the site is critical to achieving a good outcome for many
patients. As such, seamless access routes are essential. All
gates and access points around the perimeter need to be
assessed and well planned before installation, and all points of
access need to be controlled centrally, or regularly monitored.
Another principal consideration is the range of vehicles that
require access, including ambulances entering and exiting at
speed, lorries carrying crucial medical supplies, and staff and
visitor vehicles. The appropriate solution should ensure that all
visitors, including site staff, should have access to secure
parking, while also allowing emergency vehicles to get in and
out of the site unhindered, and without ever compromising the
safety of pedestrians.
When designing pedestrian and vehicular access: gates
should be DDA (Disability Discrimination Act) compliant. It is
important to note that the design of fencing and gates
specified needs to accommodate rapid evacuation and access
for emergency services.

Security Fencing
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Secure Parking Solutions
Multi-storey car parks provide an effective way of parking
cars, using far less ground area than conventional parking
solutions. Commonly used alongside healthcare facilities, they
provide low building costs per vehicle space and a greater
degree of flexibility, which ensures faster parking and retrieval
times.
These structures need specialist fencing to secure them
effectively. Jacksons has worked on several multi-storey car
park sites, including one at Lister Hospital, Hertfordshire, which
specified over 1,000 metres of steel welded mesh panels. We
recommended an ultra-secure barrier at this site, to stop
members of the public from falling through open gaps in the
car park's steel structural framework, while also delivering an
aesthetically pleasing solution which did not impede
surveillance.
Rising arm barriers or bollards can strengthen security in
hospital car parks. These solutions control access and actively
separate pedestrians from vehicle traffic once inside the
designated area, thus reducing the risk of accidents.

Protecting Patients from Noise
Many hospitals have air-conditioning units and generators
within the grounds. These can create noise pollution, which
may disrupt patients and hinder recovery. Acoustic barriers
such as our Jakoustic® Absorptive fencing can reduce noise. It
consists of a timber structure with an additional layer of
unique mineral fibre and a protective membrane.
If the hospital is near a major road, then Jakoustic®
Commercial and Highway acoustic fencing is a tested and
certified solution to reduce road traffic noise. This barrier
provides a high level of noise protection and security while
maintaining a pleasant timber aesthetic, which is an essential
consideration for healthcare environments.

Promoting Wellness through Aesthetics
Creating a welcoming environment is extremely important
when specifying security options for hospitals. Although razor
or barbed wire are effective deterrents to any potential

trespassers, they create an intimidating and harsh aesthetic, far
removed from the sense of wellbeing these developments
should promote.
Vertical bar security fencing or welded mesh panels both offer
visual appeal and a high level of security. These options deliver
strong boundary protection and, crucially, excellent visibility for
surveillance, surpassing any alternatives.
For recreational or recovery areas requiring a delicate
appearance, such as gardens, timber fencing and outdoor
furniture are popular options. Timber has a natural, welcoming
appearance and promotes a sense of wellbeing and privacy,
transforming gardens or terraced areas into little oases of calm,
ideal for recovery and relaxation.

Outdoor Storage Areas
Hospitals and other medical facilities produce a large amount
of hazardous medical waste that requires secure storage onsite before being taken away. Hospitals have a responsibility to
ensure these areas are secured using risk-appropriate fencing
to avoid potentially dangerous materials getting into the wrong
hands.
Risk assessments are the first step to ensuring an appropriate
solution is installed effectively. For facilities at risk of criminal
activity, products accredited by Secured by Design or the Loss
Prevention Certification Board's LPS 1175 can reduce the
likelihood of crime. It's also best practice to assess any
climbing aids such as lamp posts or trees located near the
storage areas. The surrounding fence should also be high
enough to deter any attempts at climbing.
The variety of robust and easy-to-install security options,
suitable for healthcare facilities, is expansive. Each institution's
security needs to be carefully assessed on a case-by-case basis
to build a site-specific plan. This will ensure the adequate
security of the site and the people who use and rely on it.
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